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“And many strange things there were I had
never seen or heard before.”
— Mao Zedong, in 1927, after spending 200
days in Hunan Province’s countryside
investigating the beginnings of a peasant movement1
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Mr. Peter Bird Martin
Executive Director
Institute of Current World Affairs
4 West Wheelock St.
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755 USA
Dear Peter,
My grandfather once walked for 20 days — all the way to Chongqing in
Sichuan Province, there and back — with a shoulder pole on mountain trails
just to barter for two buckets of salt. My father wears sandals made of straw
and smokes a homemade pipe. Mother never went to school, but in her noprint world she is the last to care that she cannot read or write. She weighs
about 85 pounds, but can carry loads twice her weight with ease. I have seven
brothers and sisters. They are all good kids and hardworking, but their worlds
are limited to the poor mountains of northern Guizhou Province. They live
somewhere between the secure but narrow predictability of farm life and wildly
unpredictable dreams of cement, television and cash, the attractive-but-risky
potential of life outside the village.
For most of the month of July, this was my family. We ate together, worked
together and played together. The experience, like no other, provided up-close
insight into family life in one of China’s poorest counties.2 It also gave matchless opportunity to enter the rhythms of a village that had never seen a foreigner.
Call it a rustic vacation. The weather most days in northern Guizhou, even
in July, is mild, ranging in the 70s to 80s. The air is fresh, the mountains are
tall, shooting stars race across clear night skies. Chickens and finches greet
each day with song. Water buffalo graze on lush hillsides, looked after by
young cowherds. Tall, dark-green corn, tender-green rice paddies and yellowgreen broadleaf-tobacco plants demonstrate that nature gives back what is
1
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The result of Mao’s 32-day trip, Report on an Investigation of the Hunan Peasant
Movement, became central to the development of the communist revolution. For
English excerpts of this document, see Wm. Theodore de Bary, ed., Sources of Chinese
Tradition, Volume II, Columbia University Press, New York, 1960, p203-215.
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The county I lived in is a “nation-level impoverished county” [guojiaji pinkun xian],
one of more than 300 such counties countrywide.

Guizhou’s Zunyi District is known as the “Cradle of the Revolution.” The Red Army spent nearly
half of their 12-month Long March winding through Zunyi’s mountains.
well cared for. The soothing sound of a gurgling stream
is never distant. Naked boys play in the creek’s big pool.
Family members work together. Village adults sit on their
porches chatting after a long day in the fields. That’s life
with the simple, slow-paced but hardworking peasants
of the good earth.
Idyllic? Hardly. Raging flash floods wash out flimsy
bridges and collapse terraced rice paddies. Sisters-in-law
screech at each other from across their porches, continuing an ongoing quarrel. Peasants spread rumors behind
each others’ backs. Smudge-faced children’s brown teeth
rot from neglect. Fleas crawl on our bodies as we sleep at
night. Flies swarm on a chunk of raw pork that dangles
from a meat hook. Maggots and mosquitoes, not to mention the stench, make one think twice, and thrice, before
visiting the backhouse. Curable sicknesses go untreated.
Oppressive local-government corruption keeps resources
and opportunity beyond the reach of most. Ignorance
cripples. Worse, it kills.
A DAY IN THE LIFE
A certain tempo dictates life in Big Nest Village. That,
I suppose, is inherent to life lived close to the soil. By

about 6:00 each morning, Second Uncle sharpens sickles
on a stone slab outside my window, occasionally dipping
the heated blades into a basin of cool water. The roosters’
crowing competes with barking parents to make sure all
the kids are out of bed and into action. From youngest to
oldest, each has a role to play in the family-based
economy.3
By breakfast, the Chen family accomplishes what many
would imagine getting done in an entire day: the water
buffalo is led out to graze; bushels of weeds are cut and
chopped up for the two pigs, which are fed three times a
day; baskets of potatoes that grow between rows of corn
are dug from the earth (some are washed, diced and
mixed with the weeds for the pigs; others are cleaned,
peeled and boiled with rice for the family); the home is
swept; tools are readied; the fire is started and breakfast
preparation begins.
Breakfast, which is not served until 10:00 a.m., takes
more than one hour to prepare and requires two people:
one to continually stuff dried weeds, straw or cornstalks
into an opening in the kiln-like stone hearth, while the
chef, standing on the opposite side, prepares the food in
one of three large iron woks mounted into the oven.

3

While I lived with the family, school was out of session for the summer. During the months the kids are in school, family
responsibilities adjust a bit. Still, each has a role to play in the family-based economy.
2
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Mother prepares
breakfast as Brother
feeds the fire in the
family kitchen. Without
the camera flash, the
kitchen is dark, lit only
by flickering fire light.
Mother or the oldest daughter usually cooks; a younger
child keeps the fire going.

kitchen is dark, musty, and damp, but the fire is hot, and
with a farmer’s appetite, the food tastes good.

They’ve prepared food this way for generations, if not
centuries. It’s like something out of a Civil-War-era historic-preservation farmhouse in the United States. The

The family’s staple consists of rice mixed with steamed
potatoes, but the kids always try to get the bowl with the
fewest potatoes possible. “Breakfast, lunch and dinner,
everything is made of potatoes,”
one brother complains. “It’s all we
eat.” Slight exaggeration. Yes, there
are potato cakes, potato chips, and
even thick noodles made from potato powder. But there are also vegetables [mainly cabbage], wheat
noodles, homemade tofu and occasional pork [fried fat, meat cubes
and sausages], as well as the variety of goods bought in the township on market day: soybeans, tofu
skin, peanuts, seasonal fruit and
other kinds of green vegetables.
Oh, and there’s lots of chili peppers
cooked into everything. Big Nest
Village is located in the heart of
China’s “chili belt.”4

Abundant grain. Though still poor, an improved rice strain basically guarantees
that food will not be a problem for Big Nest’s villagers.
4

Until just five years ago, sufficient rice was not a guarantee in
these parts. By July each year, families often needed to begin purchasing rice at the market. Since a new
strain was introduced a half-de-

Sichuan, Guizhou and Hunan Province make up China’s “chili belt.”
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Family fun. Everyone joins
in as family members make
homemade tofu. Sister pours
soybeans and water into the
hole in the grindstone, while
Father and Brother push
and pull the long-wooden
crank, suspended from a roof
beam, that rotates the heavy
stone. White, milky soybean
liquid oozes out of the press
and into a basin below.

cade ago, however, there is enough rice even
for this large family that lives off of four peoples’
worth of land. In the late 1970s, when the government decided to disband communes, arable
land was divided into bands of quality, then
parceled out according to the number of people
in each family. Because the Chen family had
only four members when the land was distributed, the family, now numbering nine, feels the
pinch. Populations expand, arable land does
not.
After breakfast, then again after a quick lunch
break around 3:30 p.m., the family divides up and
heads to their plots of land, spread unevenly around
nearby valleys and mountainsides. Routine chores
keep everyone busy: hoeing, pruning, digging more
potatoes, weeding (weeding and more weeding!),
herding the water buffalo and the just-bought ducklings.
Besides the daily chores, however, occasional
tasks often force the family to juggle responsibilities: transporting buckets of human and pig
waste out to the corn and tobacco fields, spreading store-bought fertilizer and insecticide in the
rice paddies, preparing tofu with the large
grindstone, washing clothes in the stream when
the sun shines, bathing in the river, drying rice
and rapeseed on large mats, sewing and making and repairing tools.
With the exception of blades, most tools, even
plows, are made by hand. Every family has a
bamboo grove — what for you and me may simply be a picture of traditional Chinese art is for the
4

Mother and Father make the best team on the crank, which requires
smooth, steady pressure and balance to keep the weighty grindstone
turning just right.
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them a forest of rake, sickle and broom handles, flutes, children’s
toys, basket-weaving materials, even tobacco-pipe shafts.
Recycling is big in the countryside; little goes to waste:
human and pig excrement becomes fertilizer; clothes are
patched and worn for years, then handed down (one elderly man told me that until just recently he wore a jacket
purchased in 1947!); straw is woven into rope; homework
assignments become wallpaper.
By dinner, everyone looks tired from a full day. We sit
quietly on hard, wooden benches, squeezed around a
small table under the dim light emitted by a 25-watt light
bulb that hangs from a wire in the ceiling. Food is gobbled
down with little talking.
After dinner, some retire to their rooms (two kids to a
bed). Others sit outside on the porch in the dark, chatting about the local gossip. The buzz one night was about
a household that had been caught by county-government
family-planning officials hiding a one-too-many child of
another family — in fact, the child’s father was a township-government official! Big trouble; lots to chat about.
The most constant thing about after-dinner is Father
twisting off a strip of sun-dried tobacco leaf, rolling it,
then stuffing it into his pipe’s bowl and enjoying a smoke.
He’s usually the last one sitting at the table.

That is, unless the kids play a game, like the night I
introduced them to “paper football.” The activity evolved
into the most playful night of the month. The excitement
attracted neighbors and relatives, who squeezed into the
small dining room to watch competitors, taking turns,
slide a thick, triangle-shaped piece of folded paper across
the table, trying to score a “touchdown” by getting some
part of the three-sided object to hang beyond the table’s
edge, without falling off. Extra points were made much
like a placekick: by booting the paper object with a flip of
the finger through goal posts formed by the opposition’s
extended fingers.
Most nights, however, the dining room is vacated
quickly, leaving Dad smoking his pipe in silence and one
of the more studious children working on his summervacation homework assignment. The rest fall quickly into
bed. No one is awake past 10:00 p.m.
TO MARKET WE GO
Outside the expected activities that occupy the Chen
family’s time and energy, larger parameters of village life
provide cadence as well.
Besides the major annual markers — holidays (the
highlight of which is Spring Festival) and the twin peaks

Third Brother studying in the dining room. He’s 15 years old but just in sixth grade because his
family lacked funds to enroll him in school until three years after he normally would have started.
Notice the collage of paper — old homework assignments — that decorate the room as wallpaper.
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Having just put on their
best for market day —
self-knit sweater-vests
— Sister and a few of
her unmarried friends
asked if they could have
their picture taken.
Market day is a welcome
change of pace from
labor in the fields.

of busyness, planting and harvest — the strongest beat
in life’s meter is market day.
On each day of the lunar calendar ending with “1”,
“4” and “7”, the township center swells from its normal
population of about 500 to nearly 10,000. On days ending with “2”, “6”, and “9”, the market-day crowd gathers at a different, nearby township; on “3” and “8” days
at yet another. These three townships [xiang] form what
was once a district [qu], an administrative layer between
the township and county that no longer exists.5 Prior to
the revolution, townships were home base for rival clans
that fought bloody hand-to-hand, sickle-to-sickle and
gun-to-gun battles.6
Nowadays, itinerant vendors follow the market as they
alternate among the three townships. Rain or shine, farmers from surrounding villages converge on the township

nearest them to join in the festivities.
There are many reasons to go to market day. People
gather to socialize, to hear and spread gossip (“You
wouldn’t believe what I heard happened in Big Nest last
week....”) to tend to business at the township government, to get a tooth pulled, or their hair cut, to have their
fortunes told and, of course, to buy and sell goods. Half
trade fair, half carnival, market day, more than anything,
is an event, a welcome respite from work in the fields.7
By about noon each market day, after completing the
necessary chores and finishing breakfast, an expectant
atmosphere begins to build in the village. People change
their clothes, prepare their goods and pack for the fourkilometer walk to the township. Unmarried young men
and women wear their Sunday best. I made sure each
market day to wash my hair in a bucket and shave be-

5
When communization occurred in 1958, districts [qu] — a handful of townships [xiang], each of which administers about a
dozen villages [cun] — were converted into communes [gongshe]. Townships became production brigades [shengchan da dui];
villages became production teams [shengchan dui]. After Deng Xiaoping disbanded communes in the late 1970s, the pre-1958
administrative arrangement was revived. Districts, however, slowly disappeared, giving way to the following relationships, in
descending order: county [xian], township/town [xiang/zhen], village [cun]. In many areas of China, then and now, one clan
may constitute an entire village or several villages. Most families in Big Nest Village, for example, and four surrounding
villages have the same surname. See A. Doak Barnett, Cadres, Bureaucracy, and Political Power in Communist China (New York:
Columbia University, 1967), 110, 337, 453.
6

At the time of the Communist Revolution, Grandfather was labeled a counter-revolutionary for his role in a major clan feud.
See my earlier report, “Home-Cured Tobacco” (DBW-11.4).
7

My motivation to walk the hour-long path to market day was simple: telephone my wife and children. On my first market
day, around noon, I inadvertently spoke to Guowei and the children for too long on the public telephone. Villagers got politely
impatient with me because many of them were waiting for their sons and daughters, with whom they had set appointed
times, to call back from the coast where they are working as migrant laborers.
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fore setting out with the others.
“Gan chang?” [“Are you headed to market?”] becomes
the rallying cry as people greet each other. “Zou ba!”
[“Let’s go!”] friends and neighbors shout as they strike
out on the dirt trail toward the township.
Farmers from a radius of ten kilometers gradually converge on the township center: a concentrated space not
more than 100-square-meters large. What begins as a rivulet — a few people who set out together from their cluster of mountain homes — becomes a steady flow by the
time one reaches the stony country road.
Some strain under shoulder poles, bent with weighty
bags of seed, others under a wood-frame rack that supports a butchered hog, split down the middle. Most
women carry bamboo-woven baskets on their backs to
transport whatever needs to go to or from market. Some,
of course, carry nothing — especially young people who
want to look just right. The most common thing about
villagers, whatever their age, however, is that everyone
walks trying not to get their shoes dirty. On rainy days,
it’s not possible.
The stream of people becomes a river as we close in on
the township. Then, finally, the river dumps into the
ocean: a tremendous crowd of people squeezed onto the
township’s narrow mainstreet. A strange sensation overcomes me as I step onto the paved township road, boiling with people — as if I’m suddenly floating, carried by
the movement of the masses.
Hours later we step off the pavement back onto our
stony mountain road to return to our village — like an
ebbing tide.
LIFE INTERRUPTED
As my brother and I tiptoed across the narrow, muddy
embankment that separated the paddies, I could hear the
slow, steady pounding of what sounded like the heavy
head of an ax striking hollowed wood. The noise echoed
through the ravine.
Then, as we neared the house, I saw them: two corpses
lay side by side on tables in front of the village home.
Disheveled hair and ashen faces partially hidden by a
piece of cardboard, the bodies lay covered with a quilt —
as if the couple was just sleeping. If only it was so.
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It had rained the night before. During the storm, the
bare wire that carried electricity to their home had somehow fallen from the pole into one of the rice paddies.
The fields this time of year are full of water.
That morning, sometime before breakfast, the couple’s
five-year-old son was playing near the paddy immediately across from their home when he saw what looked
like an egg beneath the water. He reached in to retrieve
it, but slipped and fell in. The electrified water stung him.
He cried out in pain.
Hearing the scream, the child’s mother raced over to him.
She hopped down into the water, just like she always does
when she weeds or spreads fertilizer, only this time she received a strong shock as well. The young mother then made a
fatal mistake: she reached over and grabbed the live wire.
According to the boy, his mother “got twisted up in the wire.”
Father heard the commotion. He too sprinted to the
paddy. When he saw his wife writhing in the mix of green
rice and now-muddied water, he leapt into the paddy.
The father quickly set his little boy up on the bank, then
reached for his wife’s hand….
Villagers say the young boy ran back to his grandparents screaming, “Mummy and Daddy are holding hands
and they are all tangled up!”
Tragically, the boy was right: His mother and father perished, hands frozen together by a deathly charge of electricity.
Later that same day, we, like others in the village,
walked over to the stricken family’s home to express our
condolences. It was a sight I will remember for a very
long time: relatives and friends sitting in disbelief, the
two corpses lying next to them in chilled silence.
The hollow rhythmic sound of a hatchet hewing two
coffins continued to beat.
And it happened on market day.
Sincerely,
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Ministry of Electronics 13.3
modernization 18.3, 18.8
mortality rate 2.6
Moxi [Moses] 20.9
multimedia equipment 12.5
mushrooms 18.4
Myanmar (Burma) 1.5, 17.1
myths and legends 20.5
N
Nanjing 1.2, 2.4
narcotics 17.6
National Day celebration 1.1
National League for Democracy 17.2
nationalism 19.5
Nationalist Party 10.6

natural gas 17.1
New Pudong Area 1.2
Ningbo 6.5
Ninth Five-Year Plan, 1996-2000 1.4, 6.4
Nixon, Richard 7.4
non-governmental organizations (NGO's)
12.7
North Vietnam 2.7
O
off-post 5.4, 9.3
one-child policy 10.1, 11.5
opium 2.2, 17.6
Oriental Pearl TV Tower 1.2
“Overland Chinese” 15.3
Overseas Chinese 5.7
P
paddies 8.1, 8.2
Pagan 17.3
Pagan Period 17.3
parties 2.2
Party Congress 6.4
People’s Bank of China 12.4
People’s Daily 3.2, 3.6, 13.6
People’s Liberation Army 2.6, 7.5, 11.4
per-capita GDP 1.5, 6.1
per-capita GNP 6.2, 6.8
per-capita income
4.4, 4.7, 5.1, 6.8, 8.3, 15.2
Ping-pong diplomacy 7.4
Pizza Hut 7.6
Politburo 3.2
Pollard, Samuel 20.5, 20.6, 20.7
population
1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 3.5, 4.7, 5.4, 14.2
population, floating 5.2
Portman Ritz-Carlton Hotel 7.1
potatoes 21.3
poverty 3.1, 4.4, 8.3, 9.7, 12.1, 12.3
Project Hope 12.1
prostitution 9.7
provinces (China). See Guangdong;
Guangxi; Guizhou; Hebei; Henan;
Hubei; Hunan; Jiangsu; Jiangxi;
Liaoning; Sha'anxi; Shanxi; Sichuan;
Tibet; Yunnan: Zhejiang
Purple Heart 17.5
pushcart labor 15.3
Q
Qiandongnan Miao and Dong Autonomous Prefecture 18.1, 18.8
Qiannan Computer Vocational-Technical
School 13.2
Qiannan Daily 19.4
Qiannan Education College 1.6, 1.8
Qiannan Miao and Buyi Autonomous
Prefecture 1.5, 1.6, 1.7,
2.4, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.8, 9.8
Qiannan Prefecture 14.4, 14.5
Qiannan Prefecture’s Office of Poverty
Alleviation 3.1
Qiao Shi 6.4
Qing dynasty 2.2

Entries refer to ICWA Letter (DBW-1, etc.) and page, with Letter number given before each page entry
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Qingdao 6.5
R
radar systems 9.1
railroads 5.1
Rangoon (now Yangon) 17.3
Red Army 2.3, 10.1
Red Army Martyrs 14.6
“Red Guard” generation 9.6
Red Guards 2.5
Red Star Over China 2.3
religion 20.2, 20.3, 20.4
rest stops 14.6
Reston, James 7.4
rice 8.1, 21.3, 21.4
rivers. See Chishui; Irrawaddy; Li;
Mekong; Salween: Xiang; Yangtze;
Yellow
Rogers, Walter 13.1
Rongjiang
Rongjiang County 18.3, 18.5, 18.7
Ross, Edward A. 7.3
rubies 17.1
Ruili 17.9
Rural Chinese Government Administration
4.3
rural development 8.3
rural life 21.4
rural surplus labor 9.7, 15.3, 15.7
S
Salisbury, Harrison E. 2.2, 10.6
Salween River 17.1
Sandu County 4.8, 6.6, 6.8
Sandu Shui Ethnic Minority Autonomous
County 2.4, 6.4, 6.5
sapphires 17.1
Sasser, Ambassador James R.
7.1, 7.6, 19.5
Sasui temple 18.6
school libraries 12.5
school-building 12.5
"schools established by social forces"
(shehui liliang banxue) 13.2, 13.4
service-related activities 9.6
Seventh Five-Year Plan 6.4
Sha'anxi Province 2.3
Shan State 17.6
Shanghai 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.6, 2.7, 7.2, 15.3
Shanxi Province 3.2
Shaquille O’Neal 18.7
Shenzhen 1.5, 1.6, 6.5, 6.8, 15.3
Shenzhen Airlines Co. 4.7
Shenzhen Hope School 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.8
Shenzhen Representative Office 6.6
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone
6.2, 6.5, 6.8
Shimenkan Township 20.1,
20.5, 20.6, 20.8
Shui 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 8.4, 18.8
Shui Jianhua 8.1
Sichuan Province 1.5, 2.4, 2.7, 10.4,
16.3, 21.1
Silk Road 17.5
sister-city relationship
6.2, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.8
skills transfers 5.8
small-town development 18.3
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smuggling 16.4, 16.5
snakes 17.5
Snow, Edgar 2.3, 7.3, 10.2
social conditions and trends
8.1, 8.2, 8.4, 8.10, 15.7
social safety net 9.6
song (ethnic) 18.1, 18.2
Song Meilin 7.3
South China Sea 1.5
Southeast Asia financial crisis 5.8
southern tour 6.2
Southwest Airlines 1.4
Soviet Union 2.7
'spirit of a screw' 3.2
Splendid Village 8.1, 8.2, 15.1, 15.3, 15.7
Spring 16.1
State Peace and Development Council
17.2
State Planning Commission’s Macroeconomic Research 9.7
state-owned enterprise (SOE) 9.3
production 9.5
reform 9.4
Steele, A.T. 7.3
Stilwell, Joseph 17.5
“superstition” 20.2
T
Taiwan 2.7
Taizhou City 1.3
teacher-training 12.5
teak 17.1, 17.5, 17.6
telephones 13.2
Tengchong 17.6, 17.9
the Bible 20.5, 20.9
The Economist 19.5
“the Hump” 17.5
The Long March: The Untold Story 2.2
The Stone Threshold [Shimenkan] 20.4
See also Shimenkan Township
Third Front industrial structure 2.7
Third Front industrialization program 9.1
“third sector” 12.7
Third-Front Construction period 13.3
Thurston, Anne 20.6
Tiananmen Square 7.1, 7.5
Tianjin 1.5
Tibet 1.5
Time magazine 7.5
tofu 21.4
Tourism 14.1
tourism statistics 14.4, 14.5
town (zhen) 4.2
township (xiang) 4.2
township and village enterprises (TVEs)
4.7, 15.7
tradition 16.1, 18.7
transportation
bus 16.3
transportation (air) 17.9
travel permit 4.4
U

unemployment rate 9.7
United Methodist Church 20.5
United Nations’ Human Development
Index 17.1
V
Vietnam 1.5, 2.7
Vinzani, Debbie and Tim 1.5, 1.7, 1.8
W
Wang Mingguang 3.3
warlords 2.2, 11.4
Weining County 20.5, 20.6
Wenzhou County 13.6
“where the beautiful women live” 14.2
White Swan hotel 1.5
“Who Lost China?” 7.3
workers' compensation 9.6
workers protests 9.7
Wu Jiapu 3.1
Wumeng Shan 20.4
X
Xiang River 10.4
Xiao Huang Village 18.1
Xing Ni 18.5, 18.6
Xu Yongguang 12.1, 12.4
Y
Yan’an 2.3, 2.4, 10.2
Yan’an Period 10.2
Yang, Dali 2.6
Yangon 17.1, 17.3, 17.7
Yangtze River 1.2, 2.4, 17.1
Yellow River 17.1
Yi people 20.5
Yingpan village 2.1
Yonggui, Chen 3.2
Yunnan Province
1.5, 2.7, 12.3, 17.1, 17.5
Z
Zhang Suping 9.7
Zhang Tan 20.5, 20.8, 20.9
Zhangjiagang 1.3
Zhejiang. See provinces (China)
Zhejiang Province 13.6, 18.5
Zhenhua Group 13.3
“zhiqing chaofan” [sent-down-youth fried
rice] 14.3
Zhongnanhai 2.5
Zhongnanhai, China’s White House 20.1
Zhou Enlai 2.5, 10.2, 10.6
Zhou Guangshao 6.3
Zhouqing Town 4.8
Zhu De 2.6
Zhu Rongji 9.3, 14.1, 14.7, 16.4
Zunyi 2.3, 10.6, 14.6
Zunyi City 10.1, 10.7
Zunyi Conference 2.3, 10.2, 10.3
Zunyi Conference museum 10.4
Zunyi District 10.7, 20.4

U.S. Air Force 4.2
U.S. investment 19.5
U.S.- China Business Council 18.3
unemployment 9.6
unemployment, “hidden” 9.7
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INSTITUTE FELLOWS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES
Adam Smith Albion. A former research associate at the Institute for EastWest Studies at Prague in the Czech
Republic, Adam is studying and writing about the republics of Central Asia, and their importance as actors within
and without the former Soviet bloc. A Harvard graduate (1988; History), Adam has completed the first year of a
two-year M. Litt. Degree in Russian/East European history and languages at Oxford University.[EUROPE/RUSSIA]
Shelly Renae Browning. A surgeon specializing in ears and hearing, Dr. Browning is studying the approaches
of traditional healers among the Aborigines of Australia and the indigenous peoples of Vanuatu to hearing loss
and ear problems. She won her B.S. in Chemistry at the University of the South, studied physician/patient
relationships in China and Australia on a Thomas J. Watson Fellowship and won her M.D. at Emory University in
Atlanta. Before her ICWA fellowship, she was a Fellow in Skull-Base Surgery in Montreal at McGill University’s
Department of Otolaryngology.
[SOUTH ASIA]
Chenoa Egawa. An enrolled member of the Lummi Indian Nation, Chenoa is spending two years living among
mesoAmerican Indians, studying successful and not-so-successful cooperative organizations designed to help
the Indians market their manufactures, agricultural products and crafts without relying on middlemen. A former
trade specialist for the American Indian Trade and Development Council of the Pacific Northwest, Chenoa’s B.A.
is in International Business and Spanish from the University of Washington in Seattle.
[THE AMERICAS]
Paige Evans. A playwright and former Literary Manager of the Manhattan Theatre Club in New York City, Paige
is looking at Cuba through the lens of its performing arts. With a History/Literature B.A. from Harvard, she has
served as counselor at the Buckhorn Children’s Center in Buckhorn, Kentucky (1983-84), as Arts Editor of the
International Courier in Rome, Italy (1985-86), and as an adjunct professor teaching a course in Contemporary
American Playwrights at New York University. She joined the Manhattan Theatre Club in 1990. [THE AMERICAS]
Whitney Mason. A freelance print and television journalist, Whit began his career by founding a newspaper
called The Siberian Review in Novosibirsk in 1991, then worked as an editor of the Vladivostok News and wrote
for Asiaweek magazine in Hong Kong. In 1995 he switched to radio- and video-journalism, working in Bosnia
and Korea for CBS. As an ICWA Fellow, he is studying and writing about Turkey’s role as nexus between East
and West, and between traditional and secular Islam.
[EUROPE/RUSSIA]
Marc Michaelson. A program manager for Save the Children in The Gambia, Marc has moved across Africa to
the Horn, there to assess nation-building in Eritrea and Ethiopia, and (conditions permitting) availing and unavailing
humanitarian efforts in northern Somalia and southern Sudan. With a B.A. in political science from Tufts, a year
of non-degree study at the London School of Economics and a Master’s in International Peace Studies from
Notre Dame, he describes his postgraduate years as “seven years’ experience in international development
programming and peace research.”
[sub-SAHARA]
Jean Benoît Nadeau. A French-Canadian journalist and playwright, Jean Benoît studied drama at the National
Theater School in Montreal, then received a B.A. from McGill University in Political Science and History. The
holder of several Canadian magazine and investigative-journalism awards, he is spending his ICWA-fellowship
years in France studying “the resistance of the French to the trend of economic and cultural globalization.”
[EUROPE/RUSSIA]
Susan Sterner. A staff photographer for the Associated Press in Los Angeles, Susan received her B.A. in
International Studies and Cultural Anthropology at Emory University and a Master’s in Latin American Studies at
Vanderbilt. AP gave her a wide-ranging beat, with assignments in Haiti, Mexico and along the U.S.-Mexican
border. Her fellowship topic: the lives and status of Brazilian women.
[THE AMERICAS]
Tyrone Turner. A photojournalist (Black Star) whose work has appeared in many U.S. newspapers and magazines,
Tyrone holds a Master’s degree in Government and Latin American politics from Georgetown University and has
produced international photo-essays on such topics as Rwandan genocide and mining in Indonesia (the latter
nominated for a Pulitzer). As an ICWA Fellow he is writing and photographing Brazilian youth and their lives in
rural and urban settings.
[THE AMERICAS]
Daniel B. Wright. A sinologist with a Master’s Degree in International Relations from the Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies of the Johns Hopkins University, Dan’s fellowship immerses him in southwest China’s
Guizhou Province, where he, his journalist-wife Shou Guowei, and their two children (Margaret and Jon) will
base themselves for two years in the city of Duyun. Previously a specialist on Asian and Chinese affairs for the
Washington consulting firm of Andreae, Vick & Associates, Dan also studied Chinese literature at Beijing University
and holds a Master of Divinity degree from Fuller Theological Seminary of Pasadena, California.[EAST ASIA]
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